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THE SCOPE OF IN-FIRM PRIVILEGE

Elizabeth Chambliss*

INTRODUCTION

Large law firms increasingly are hiring their own in-house counsel to provide day-to-day ethics advice, monitor internal policies and procedures, and respond to potential and actual malpractice claims against the firm.1 Driven by the growing incidence of claims against lawyers2 and insurers' efforts to promote better risk management within law firms,3 the role of in-house counsel in law firms emerged in

---

* Professor of Law, New York Law School. Research for this Article was funded by the Open Society Institute and the Program on the Legal Profession at Harvard Law School. Special thanks to Bob Creamer, David Wilkins, and my colleagues at New York Law School for their thoughtful advice on this project. Thanks also to William T. Barker, Anthony Davis, Susan Fortney, Bruce Green, Leslie Levin, William J. Linklater, Charles E. Lundberg, Kurt W. Melchior, John J. Mueller, Douglas Richmond, Robert Rolfe, David Sasseville, John Steele, and William Wernz for helpful comments on earlier drafts.

1 See Elizabeth Chambliss & David B. Wilkins, The Emerging Role of Ethics Advisors, General Counsel, and Other Compliance Specialists in Large Law Firms, 44 Ariz. L. Rev. 559, 559–61 (2002) (examining the role of in-house counsel in thirty-two law firms); Jonathan D. Glater, In a Complex World, Even Lawyers Need Lawyers, N.Y. Times, Feb. 3, 2004, at C1 (reporting firms' increasing reliance on in-house counsel); see also Jerry Crimmins, Bulk of Big Firms Have Own In-House Lawyer, Chi. Daily L. Bull., Apr. 5, 2004, at 1 (reporting that over half of fifty-six law firms surveyed by Altman Weil, a management consulting firm, have their own in-house counsel); Jaime Levy, More Firms See Benefit of Using In-House General Counsel, Chi. Law., July 2004, at 28 (describing the increasing number of firms using in-house counsel).


3 See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 559–60, 590 (discussing the role of the Attorneys' Liability Assurance Society in promoting the position of "loss prevention counsel").
the early 1990s under a variety of titles\(^4\) and in most firms has been formalized only within the past five to ten years.\(^5\)

Most observers view law firms' increasing reliance on in-house counsel as a positive development. In addition to improving risk management and lowering the cost of liability insurance,\(^6\) the presence of firm counsel may improve the ethical climate of the firm.\(^7\) Although the role of firm counsel varies significantly from law firm to law firm,\(^8\) at its most robust it includes a wide range of proactive, compliance-oriented activities, such as reviewing firm policies and procedures, conducting lawyer and nonlawyer ethics training, and going door to door to invite questions from firm members.\(^9\) Such activities may contribute enormously to firm-wide compliance with professional regulation.

At the same time, the role of firm counsel raises a number of ethical and regulatory issues that are unique to the law firm context. Issues of privilege and disclosure, in particular, are even more difficult in the law firm context than in the corporate context (where they are difficult enough).\(^10\) For instance, what is the scope of the attorney-client privilege between law firm in-house counsel and other members of the firm? What is firm counsel's duty to disclose firm members' misconduct to firm managers, clients and regulators? What is the scope of firm counsel's liability for failure to disclose? The answers to such questions will dramatically affect the developing role of firm counsel as well as firms' investment in that role.

\(^4\) Id. at 565–66 (reporting the most common titles in a sample of thirty-two law firms). Titles include "firm counsel," "general counsel," "ethics advisor," "professional responsibility partner," "conflicts partner," and "loss prevention partner." Id.; see also Crimmins, supra note 1, at 24 (reporting the title "director of professional responsibility"); Levy, supra note 1, at 28 (reporting the title "claims counsel").

\(^5\) Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 559–69 (examining the evolution of in-house advising from an informal, volunteer service to a formal, paid position).

\(^6\) See Glater, supra note 1 (reporting that having in-house counsel may result in significant savings on liability insurance premiums); Levy, supra note 1, at 28.

\(^7\) See Epstein, supra note 2, at 1028–38 (discussing the benefits of in-house ethics counsel).

\(^8\) See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 570–83 (discussing the sources of variation between firms).

\(^9\) Id. at 573–76; see also Peter R. Jarvis & Mark J. Fucile, Inside an In-House Legal Ethics Practice, 14 Notre Dame J.L. Ethics & Pub. Pol'y 103, 105–08 (2000) (describing their own in-house practice).

\(^10\) There is a vast literature on the ethical duties and dilemmas of corporate in-house counsel, much of it focusing on issues of privilege and disclosure. See, e.g., Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., Ethical Dilemmas of Corporate Counsel, 46 Emory L.J. 1011, 1011 (1997) (stating that "the role of corporate counsel is among the most complex and difficult of those functions performed by lawyers").
This Article addresses the scope of the attorney-client privilege between law firm in-house counsel and other members of the firm. It focuses specifically on whether the privilege protects communications with firm counsel regarding a claim or potential claim by a current client of the firm. For instance, what if a partner runs into trouble with a client and goes to firm in-house counsel for advice? Is such advice privileged should the client later seek discovery? Or does the firm's fiduciary duty to the client require the firm to disclose to the client all internal communication relating to the representation?

There are, so far, three cases on the subject and all hold that the firm cannot claim the privilege because of its fiduciary duty to the client.\footnote{11} Thus, while courts have held that law firms generally enjoy the same attorney-client privilege as other organizations that use in-house counsel,\footnote{12} these cases establish a fiduciary exception\footnote{13} for internal communication regarding a current client of the firm.

I argue that these "current-client" cases were wrongly decided, on both analytical and policy grounds. As an analytical matter, I argue that the cases conflate two separate issues: the law firm's fiduciary duty to the client and in-house counsel's fiduciary duty to the firm.

To the extent that the denial of privilege is based on the law firm's duty to the client, this denial logically should extend to any attempt by the firm to prevent or assess client claims, including communication with outside counsel. Such a rule would leave the firm without recourse to privileged advice unless or until the firm or the client terminated the representation. This would create perverse in-

---


centives for both clients and firms and would be inconsistent with lawyers' right to defend themselves against client claims.\textsuperscript{14}

To the extent that the denial of privilege is based on in-house counsel's duty to the law firm, typically a conflict of interest arises only by imputing the firm's duty to the client to in-house counsel as a member of the firm. Thus, the denial of privilege is based not on the firm's fiduciary duty to the client, as the cases suggest, but rather on the strength of the arguments for imputed conflicts in this context. Framed this way, I argue, the case for privilege is much stronger than the cases reflect.

As a policy matter, I argue for broad protection of communication with law firm in-house counsel, including communication about the representation of a current client of the firm. Such protection would encourage firm members to seek early advice about their duties to clients and to correct mistakes or lapses, if possible, to alleviate harm. Broad protection of in-firm privilege also would encourage law firms to pursue internal investigations where questions of misconduct arise. Finally, broad protection of communication with in-house counsel would encourage law firms to invest in and formalize the role of firm counsel, which in turn would promote compliance with professional regulation.

Part I examines the justifications for in-firm privilege and the scope of in-firm privilege for communication about nonclients. Part II examines the cases involving communication about a current client and criticizes the courts' reasoning in establishing a fiduciary exception. Part III explains how protecting the privilege, and promoting reliance on in-house counsel, would improve risk management within law firms to the benefit of clients and third parties as well as firms. I conclude by discussing the implications of my argument for firm counsel's duty of disclosure and liability for failure to disclose.

The Article builds on a recent study of in-house counsel in thirty-two law firms.\textsuperscript{15} The study was based on focus groups and in-depth interviews with in-house counsel in a nonrandom sample of firms ranging in size from seventy-five to 1000-plus lawyers\textsuperscript{16} and headquarter-

\textsuperscript{14} See MODEL RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.6(b)(5) (2002); see also William T. Barker, Law Firm In-House Attorney-Client Privilege Vis-à-Vis Current Clients, 70 DEF. COUNS. J. 467, 471 (2003) (raising a similar objection).

\textsuperscript{15} See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1 (presenting the main findings of the study).

\textsuperscript{16} The breakdown of firms by size category is 75–150 lawyers (five firms), 151–250 lawyers (six firms), 251–500 lawyers (ten firms), 501–1000 lawyers (seven firms), and 1000-plus lawyers (four firms). Id. at 561 n.17.
tered in twelve different cities. These data were supplemented with focus groups and interviews with bar leaders, liability insurers, and lawyers who serve as outside counsel for law firms in ethics and professional liability matters. To preserve participants' anonymity, direct quotes are referenced in the text by participant identification number.

I. JUSTIFICATIONS FOR IN-FIRM PRIVILEGE

The attorney-client privilege protects confidential communication between lawyers and their clients from discovery in litigation. It applies only to communication made for the purpose of securing legal advice. The chief purpose of the privilege is "to encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law and the administration of justice." Proponents of the privilege argue that, without it, clients would be unwilling to disclose potentially damaging

17 The cities with more than one firm in the sample are New York City (ten firms), Boston (six firms), Chicago (four firms), Philadelphia (three firms), and Washington, D.C. (two firms). Id. at 561 n.18.

18 See id. at 561 n.15.

19 We labeled the focus groups A, B, and C and refer to participants in each focus group by a unique number (e.g., A1, A2, B1, etc.). We refer to interview subjects with the letter I and a unique number (e.g., I1, I2, etc.). See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 561 nn.15–16.

20 See Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 68 (2000) ("[T]he attorney-client privilege may be invoked . . . with respect to . . . (1) a communication (2) made between privileged persons (3) in confidence (4) for the purpose of obtaining or providing legal assistance for the client."); see also United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 89 F. Supp. 357, 358–59 (D. Mass. 1950).

The privilege applies only if (1) the asserted holder of the privilege is or sought to become a client; (2) the person to whom the communication was made (a) is a member of the bar of a court, or his subordinate and (b) in connection with this communication is acting as a lawyer; (3) the communication relates to a fact of which the attorney was informed (a) by his client (b) without the presence of strangers (c) for the purpose of securing primarily either (i) an opinion on law or (ii) legal services or (iii) assistance in some legal proceeding, and not (d) for the purpose of committing a crime or tort; and (4) the privilege has been (a) claimed and (b) not waived by the client.

Id.


22 Upjohn Co. v. United States, 449 U.S. 383, 389 (1981); see also Timothy P. Glynn, Federalizing Privilege, 52 Am. U. L. Rev. 59, 69 (2002) (stating that "[t]he predominant modern rationale for the privilege is that it fosters client candor and full communication between attorneys and clients, which produces social benefits that outweigh the privilege's social costs").
facts to their attorneys, and attorneys therefore would be unable to offer sound legal advice.23

It is well settled that corporations, partnerships and other organizations can claim the attorney-client privilege.24 Although the rationale for the "corporate" privilege has arisen somewhat after the fact and some scholars continue to question the justifications for the privilege in an organizational context,25 the Supreme Court has endorsed broad protection of the corporate privilege,26 and some form of corporate privilege is recognized in every state.27 According to the Supreme Court in *Upjohn Co. v. United States*, broad protection of the corporate privilege is needed to protect

the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their client's compliance with law. In light of the vast and complicated array of regulatory legislation confronting the modern corporation, corpo-

[23] See, e.g., *Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers* § 68 cmt. c (stating that "[t]he rationale for the privilege is that confidentiality enhances the value of lawyer-client communications and hence the efficacy of legal services"); *Developments in the Law—Privileged Communications*, 98 Harv. L. Rev. 1450, 1475–76 (1985) (noting that the absence of the privilege may deter candid communication between lawyers and clients).


[25] Initial cases considering questions of privilege in the corporate context simply assumed that the privilege was available and focused on its application. See, e.g., *United States v. Louisville & Nashville R.R.*, 236 U.S. 318, 332–38 (1914); *Grant v. United States*, 227 U.S. 74, 79 (1913) (applying privilege doctrine without questioning the existence of the corporate privilege). Fifty years later, an Illinois district court found no precedent explicitly holding that the privilege applied to corporations and therefore held that it did not. See *Radiant Burners, Inc. v. Am. Gas Ass'n*, 209 F. Supp. 321, 322 (N.D. Ill. 1962), rev'd, 320 F.2d 314 (7th Cir. 1963). The Seventh Circuit reversed, citing a large body of precedent implicitly recognizing the corporate privilege and a strong reliance interest in its continuing recognition. See *Radiant Burners, Inc. v. Am. Gas Ass'n*, 320 F.2d 314, 318–21 (7th Cir. 1963); see also *John William Gergacz, Attorney-Corporate Client Privilege* §§ 1.16–18 (2003) (explaining the history of the corporate privilege).


[27] See *Upjohn*, 449 U.S. at 392 (rejecting the "control group" test for corporate privilege as too narrow).

[28] See Brian E. Hamilton, *Conflict, Disparity, and Indecision: The Unsettled Corporate Attorney-Client Privilege*, 1997 Ann. Surv. Am. L. 629, 633–45 (reviewing states' approaches to the corporate attorney-client privilege). There is no national law of privilege and no codification in federal courts. Thus, the scope of the attorney-client privilege is defined by federal and state common law. See *Gergacz, supra* note 25, § 3.05; Glynn, *supra* note 22, at 59 (arguing that "the attorney client privilege is a mess" and calling for federal codification).
In principle, the location of the lawyer does not affect the scope of the privilege; the privilege applies to communication with inside and outside counsel alike. In practice, however, courts tend to apply more scrutiny to communication with in-house counsel because in-house counsel are viewed as more likely to mix business and legal advice. The concern is that corporations (and, by analogy, other organizations) will funnel otherwise unprotected information through in-house counsel in order to create a "zone of silence" over ordinary business affairs. Thus, courts have denied the protection of privilege where the in-house lawyer was found to be acting as a business adviser, negotiator, or in some other nonlegal role.

29 Upjohn, 449 U.S. at 392 (citations omitted) (quoting Bryson P. Burnham, The Attorney-Client Privilege in the Corporate Arena, 24 BUS. LAW. 901, 913 (1969)).

30 See In re Sealed Case, 737 F.2d 94, 99 (D.C. Cir. 1984); Burlington Indus. v. Exxon Corp., 65 F.R.D. 26, 36 (D. Md. 1974); United States v. United Shoe Mach. Corp., 89 F. Supp. 357, 360 (D. Mass. 1950) (stating that there is no basis for distinguishing in-house counsel from outside counsel for privilege purposes); RESTATEMENT (THIRD) OF THE LAW GOVERNING LAWYERS § 73 cmt. i (2000) (stating that "[t]he privilege under this Section applies without distinction to lawyers who are inside legal counsel or outside legal counsel for an organization"); GERGACZ, supra note 25, § 3.18 (summarizing the case law).


32 See Upjohn, 449 U.S. at 395; Rossi, 540 N.E.2d at 705; Stephen A. Saltzburg, Corporate and Related Attorney-Client Privilege Claims: A Suggested Approach, 12 HOFSTRA L. REV. 279, 288 (1984); see also Amy Weiss, In-House Counsel Beware: Wearing the Business Hat Could Mean Losing the Privilege, 11 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 393, 394-400 (1998) (reviewing cases applying increased scrutiny to communications with in-house counsel based on the "zone of silence" concern).


34 See, e.g., Georgia-Pacific Corp. v. GAF Roofing Mfg. Corp., No. 93 Civ. 5125 (RPP), 1996 WL 29392, at *4 (S.D.N.Y. Jan. 25, 1996) (finding negotiation of environmental provisions in a contract to be outside a lawyer's "traditional function"); see also...
A. Cases Recognizing In-Firm Privilege

The first case to consider a claim of in-firm privilege was *In re Sunrise Securities Litigation*, a current-client case. In *In re Sunrise*, a law firm (Blank Rome) representing a failed savings and loan association (Sunrise) was named as a defendant in claims against Sunrise by its outside directors, former shareholders, and the Federal Savings and Loan Insurance Corporation. Upon a motion to compel discovery of certain internal documents, Blank Rome claimed the attorney-client privilege, on the grounds that the documents represented communications between the firm and its in-house counsel.

The court initially rejected the possibility of in-firm privilege, holding that "[o]nly communications from one person or entity, a client, to another person or entity, an attorney, can be protected by the attorney-client privilege," whereas the law firm and its in-house counsel were "members of one and the same entity." The court emphasized that the law firm had not formally designated any lawyer as in-house counsel, and "at least some of the attorneys purportedly seeking advice as 'Blank Rome the client' were themselves consulted for advice as 'Blank Rome the attorney.'" Thus, the court found "no facts to support treating the communications in question as between attorney and client."

Blank Rome moved for reconsideration on the issue of in-firm privilege, arguing that communications between a law firm and its in-house counsel are analogous to communications between a corporation and its in-house counsel, which may be protected by the attorney-client privilege. On reconsideration, the court agreed "that it is possible in some instances for a law firm, like other businesses or professional associations, to receive the benefits of privilege when seeking

Weiss, *supra* note 32, at 401-03 ("[W]hen in-house attorneys are not acting solely in a professional legal capacity, their communications with clients will not be privileged, even if they render legal advice during those communications.").

35 See, e.g., United States v. Frederick, 182 F.3d 496, 502 (7th Cir. 1999) (denying the privilege where the lawyer was acting as accountant); Cal. Union Ins. Co. v. Nat'l Union Fire Ins. Co., No. 86-CV-609, 1989 WL 48413, at *2 (N.D.N.Y. Apr. 27, 1989) (denying the privilege where the lawyer was acting as claims manager).

37 *Id.* at 562-63.
38 *Id.* at 572.
39 *Id.*
40 *Id.*
41 *Id.* at 572 n.35.
42 *Id.* at 572.
43 *Id.* at 594-95.
legal advice from in-house counsel,"\textsuperscript{44} thus becoming the first court to recognize the possibility of in-firm privilege.

The court went on, however, to note that "a law firm’s consultation with in-house counsel may cause problems of conflicting fiduciary duties which seldom arise in corporations or other professional associations,"\textsuperscript{45} and held that communication that "creates a conflict between the law firm’s fiduciary duties to itself and its duties to the client" is not privileged.\textsuperscript{46} Thus, \textit{In re Sunrise} established a fiduciary exception to in-firm privilege where the communication at issue concerns a current client of the firm.

Following \textit{In re Sunrise}, a series of cases upheld claims to in-firm privilege outside of the current-client context. In a 1991 memorandum opinion, \textit{Lama Holding Co. v. Shearman & Sterling},\textsuperscript{47} the magistrate stated that "it is undisputed that an attorney-client relationship can exist within a law firm," citing \textit{In re Sunrise}, and denied plaintiff’s motion to compel discovery of client files and time sheet entries.\textsuperscript{48} Three years later, in another memorandum opinion, \textit{Hertzog, Calamari & Gleason v. Prudential Insurance Co. of America},\textsuperscript{49} the court held that "a law partnership which elects to use a partner or associate as counsel of record in a litigated matter" creates "the functional equivalent of a corporate staff attorney," and that the privilege attaches "[s]o long as the individual in question is acting only as an [in-house] attorney," rather than as a participant in the underlying events.\textsuperscript{50}

In \textit{United States v. Rowe},\textsuperscript{51} the Ninth Circuit extended the scope of in-firm privilege to cover factfinding by associates assigned to an internal investigation. In \textit{Rowe}, the firm’s senior partner (Rowe) learned of irregularities in a firm lawyer’s handling of client funds and assigned two associates to look into the matter.\textsuperscript{52} Rowe also wrote to the state bar asking it to "take appropriate action."\textsuperscript{53} A grand jury investigating the lawyer later subpoenaed the associates to ask them about their conversations with Rowe, but the firm claimed that the conversations were privileged.\textsuperscript{54}

\textsuperscript{44} Id. at 595.
\textsuperscript{45} Id.
\textsuperscript{46} Id. at 597.
\textsuperscript{48} Id. at *4.
\textsuperscript{50} Id.
\textsuperscript{51} 96 F.3d 1294 (9th Cir. 1996).
\textsuperscript{52} Id. at 1295.
\textsuperscript{53} Id.
\textsuperscript{54} Id. at 1296.
The district judge held that the law firm had not met the requirements for privilege because the associates never were told that they were working as the firm’s attorneys and they did not record their hours or bill the firm for their time on the matter.\textsuperscript{55} The Ninth Circuit reversed, holding that the associates “were, effectively, in-house counsel” because Rowe assigned them to perform services “on behalf of the firm.”\textsuperscript{56} The court held, further, that the factfinding in question qualified as “professional legal services,” citing \textit{Upjohn}.\textsuperscript{57} As the \textit{Upjohn} Court observed, “the privilege exists to protect not only the giving of professional advice to those who can act on it but also the giving of information to the lawyer to enable him to give sound and informed advice.”\textsuperscript{58}

Finally, in \textit{Nesse v. Wittman},\textsuperscript{59} the court held that the attorney-client and work product\textsuperscript{60} privileges protect in-firm communication in anticipation of litigation, including communication from one partner to another for the purpose of conveying firm counsel’s findings in an internal investigation.\textsuperscript{61} In \textit{Nesse}, a Chapter 11 trustee (Nesse) of a former client of the firm (Blair) sued the firm (Shaw Pittman) over the manner of its withdrawal from representation.\textsuperscript{62} A central issue in the lawsuit was the conduct of one Shaw Pittman partner (Webster),

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textsuperscript{55} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{56} \textit{Id.}
  \item \textsuperscript{57} \textit{Id.} at 1297.
  \item \textsuperscript{58} \textit{Upjohn Co. v. United States}, 449 U.S. 383, 390–91 (1981).
  \item \textsuperscript{60} The work product privilege protects documents “prepared in anticipation of litigation” from discovery by the opposing party except on a showing of substantial need. See \textit{Hickman v. Taylor}, 329 U.S. 495, 499–505 (1947). The work product privilege is codified in Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 26(b)(3), which provides, in pertinent part:

\begin{quote}
[A] party may obtain discovery of documents and tangible things . . . prepared in anticipation of litigation . . . only upon a showing that the party seeking discovery has substantial need of the material in the preparation of the party's case and that the party is unable without undue hardship to obtain the substantial equivalent of the materials by other means. In ordering discovery of such materials when the required showing has been made, the court shall protect against disclosure of the mental impressions, conclusions, opinions, or legal theories of an attorney or other representative of a party concerning the litigation.
\end{quote}

\textit{Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b)(3)}. This Article does not specifically address the scope of in-firm work product privilege. However, much of my analysis of the attorney-client privilege applies to the work product privilege as well.
  \item \textsuperscript{61} \textit{Nesse}, 206 F.R.D. at 329.
  \item \textsuperscript{62} \textit{Nesse}, 202 F.R.D. at 346–48.
\end{itemize}
The magistrate initially considered motions to compel discovery of a variety of documents, including documents prepared by Shaw Pittman's general counsel (Harvey) regarding a potential lawsuit by Blair and notes from management committee meetings about Webster's role in the Blair matter and Webster's performance in general. The magistrate held that the documents prepared by Harvey, which discussed settlement and litigation strategy, were "near perfect opinion work product" and therefore protected "absolutely" under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. As to the notes from the management committee meetings, which summarized Harvey's findings about Webster's role in the Blair matter, the magistrate held that the application of the attorney-client privilege depended on the primary purpose of the meetings and ordered an evidentiary hearing to determine that purpose. According to the magistrate:

If the primary purpose of the . . . meetings was to evaluate Blair's potential claim, the attorney-client privilege attaches . . . On the other hand, if . . . the meetings primarily concerned Webster's status at the firm, then Harvey's assistance could not fairly be described as legal.

Following the evidentiary hearing, the magistrate issued a second opinion in which he held that most of the notes were protected by the attorney-client privilege, including notes from two meetings in which Harvey was not present. The magistrate based this holding not on the primary purpose of the meeting, as he had indicated would control, but rather on the primary purpose of Webster's communications to Harvey in the first place, citing Upjohn. The magistrate stated:

Having heard the testimony and having considered more comprehensively the significance of the Upjohn case, I refine my decision. I must focus exclusively on the reason why the lawyer collects the in-

---

63 Nesse, 206 F.R.D. at 327.
64 Nesse, 202 F.R.D. at 350–51.
65 Id. at 357–58.
66 Id. at 350 (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 26(b) (3)).
67 Id. at 357–58.
68 Nesse, 206 F.R.D. at 331 (stating that "all but one set of . . . notes are within the attorney-client privilege"). The one set of notes held not to be privileged were a partner's notes recording Webster's direct communications to the management committee. Id. at 329.
69 Id. at 329.
70 Id. at 330.
formation from the client in the first place, and disregard the motiva-
tion behind the lawyer's subsequent communication thereof, so
long as the lawyer is speaking to persons with whom the lawyer has a
privilege.\textsuperscript{71}

Based on this logic, the magistrate held that the attorney-client privi-
lege covered all communications from Webster to Harvey for the pur-
pose of evaluating Blair's claim, even when such communications
were relayed by others for the purpose of evaluating Webster's
performance.\textsuperscript{72}

\textbf{B. The Scope of the Privilege in Regard to Nonclients}

Taken together, the nonclient cases offer broad protection for in-
firm communication under the attorney-client privilege. The cases
protect not only direct communication with in-house counsel\textsuperscript{73} and
lawyers acting as the functional equivalent of in-house counsel,\textsuperscript{74} but
also factfinding by junior attorneys\textsuperscript{75} and partner-to-partner commu-
nication conveying the results of internal factfinding.\textsuperscript{76}

The cases also provide some guidelines for firms seeking to pre-
serve the privilege while relying on in-house counsel. For instance,
the cases suggest that the role of firm counsel should be formally des-
ignated by the firm, so that it is clear that firm counsel is acting as the
"functional equivalent of a corporate staff attorney."\textsuperscript{77} The desig-
nated firm counsel should act only as an attorney for the firm and
have no involvement in the underlying events (such as the representa-
tion that gave rise to the claim).\textsuperscript{78} To underscore this separation
and the firm's identity as the client, firm counsel should bill the firm for
time spent on in-house advising.\textsuperscript{79}

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{71} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{72} \textit{Id.} at 329-30.
\textsuperscript{73} \textit{Id.} at 328.
\textsuperscript{74} United States v. Rowe, 96 F.3d 1294, 1296 (9th Cir. 1996); Hertzog, Calamari &
\textsuperscript{75} Rowe, 96 F.3d at 1296-97.
\textsuperscript{76} Nesse, 206 F.R.D. at 329-30.
\textsuperscript{77} Hertzog, 850 F. Supp. at 255; see also \textit{In re Sunrise Sec. Litig.}, 130 F.R.D. 560, 572
(E.D. Pa. 1989) (criticizing the firm for failing to distinguish between the lawyers
acting as firm counsel and the lawyers acting as clients); Gillers, \textit{supra} note 12, at 111
(identifyiing the precautions a law firm should take to preserve in-firm privilege).
\textsuperscript{78} Hertzog, 850 F. Supp. at 255; Gillers, \textit{supra} note 12, at 111.
\textsuperscript{79} Rowe, 96 F.3d at 1296 (citing the district court's disapproval of the fact that the
junior attorneys assigned to an internal investigation did not "bill the firm or record
hours expended on the firm's behalf"); see also Gillers, \textit{supra} note 12, at 111 (recom-
mending that the firm set up a separate billing number for in-house matters).
\end{footnotes}
Protection of the privilege under these guidelines encourages law firms to invest in and formalize the role of firm counsel. The requirements for privilege are most easily satisfied when the lawyer who acts as firm counsel does so on a permanent, full-time basis and maintains no outside practice. In that circumstance, there can be no question of opportunistic hat-switching by the firm (as seemed to be the case in *In re Sunrise*) or the firm's identity as the client. Partners who act as firm counsel on a part-time but ongoing basis and bill the firm directly for that service also make it easy for courts to define them as the "functional equivalent of a corporate staff attorney," especially if their professional title reflects their in-house role.

Partners who step in as advisers on an ad hoc basis, however—or, as in *Rowe*, who direct associates to dig around on a problem partner—run the risk that the courts will worry about abuse of the privilege. As the plaintiff argued in *Rowe*, courts should not reward a law firm simply for being a law firm by finding an attorney-client relationship whenever one lawyer talks to another about a potential problem in the firm. Although the Ninth Circuit reversed the district court's denial of privilege in *Rowe*, the district court's concerns in that case should stand as a warning to firms. What counts as the "functional equivalent" of corporate counsel may be a moving target, especially in large law firms. As more large law firms invest in permanent, paid in-house counsel, firms that do not may begin to have trouble claiming the privilege for less formal arrangements.

II. The Current-Client Cases

While courts have extended broad protection to in-firm privilege in regard to nonclients, courts have refused to recognize in-firm privilege for communication about a current client. *In re Sunrise* is the leading case on the current-client issue. According to *In re Sunrise*, the problem with asserting in-firm privilege for communication about a current client is the potential conflict of interest between the firm's representation of the client and the firm's "representation of itself." The court repeated this characterization of the conflict numerous times.

---

80 See Chambliss & Wilkins, *supra* note 1, at 573 (reporting that ten of the thirty-two firms in the study had full-time in-house counsel); Levy, *supra* note 1 (reporting that "[m]ore than a quarter of firms polled by Altman Weil" had full-time in-house counsel).
81 See Chambliss & Wilkins, *supra* note 1, at 573 (reporting that five of the thirty-two firms in the study had part-time firm counsel who billed the firm directly for in-house advising).
82 Hertzog, 850 F. Supp. at 255.
83 *Rowe*, 96 F.3d at 1297.
times in its opinion. For example: “[W]hen a law firm seeks legal advice from its in house counsel, the law firm’s representation of itself (through in house counsel) might be directly adverse to, or materially limit, the law firm’s representation of another client, thus creating a prohibited conflict of interest.”\textsuperscript{84} Blank Rome’s conflict, if any, arose from the firm’s simultaneous representation of both itself and Sunrise.\textsuperscript{85}

To assess the implications of this conflict, the court turned to a line of cases that establish a fiduciary exception to the corporate attorney-client privilege in shareholder litigation. The seminal case in this line was \textit{Garner v. Wolfinbarger},\textsuperscript{86} which involved a shareholder derivative action, but the court treats \textit{Garner} in a footnote.\textsuperscript{87} Instead, it relies on \textit{Valente v. PepsiCo},\textsuperscript{88} an application of \textit{Garner}, presumably because it is from the same circuit as the \textit{In re Sunrise} court.

\textit{Valente} was a class action brought by the minority shareholders of Wilson Sporting Goods following Wilson’s merger with PepsiCo.\textsuperscript{89} At issue were pre-merger communications between PepsiCo and PepsiCo’s general counsel (DeLuca) about the tax consequences of various merger alternatives.\textsuperscript{90} PepsiCo, at the time of the merger, was the majority shareholder of Wilson, and some PepsiCo officers, including DeLuca, sat on Wilson’s board.\textsuperscript{91} Because of PepsiCo’s controlling interest in Wilson, the \textit{Valente} court held that PepsiCo and its officers owed a fiduciary duty to Wilson’s minority shareholders and could not claim the privilege against them, citing \textit{Garner}.\textsuperscript{92} The court also held that DeLuca owed a fiduciary duty to Wilson as a member of Wilson’s board.\textsuperscript{93} Thus, when Wilson sought to discover a memorandum prepared for PepsiCo by DeLuca, the court held that PepsiCo could not claim the privilege because of DeLuca’s conflicting fiduciary duties. According to \textit{Valente},

\begin{quote}
[a]t the time . . . [the memorandum] was drafted, its author, Peter DeLuca, sat as a member of the Board of Directors of Wilson. He was, in addition, General Counsel to PepsiCo. In those positions,
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{84} \textit{In re Sunrise Sec. Litig.}, 130 F.R.D. 560, 596 (E.D. Pa. 1989).
\textsuperscript{85} \textit{Id.} at 597 n.12.
\textsuperscript{86} 430 F.2d 1093 (5th Cir. 1970).
\textsuperscript{87} \textit{In re Sunrise}, 130 F.R.D. at 596 n.9 (calling \textit{Garner} “the seminal case”).
\textsuperscript{88} 68 F.R.D. 361 (D. Del. 1975) (denying privilege in a conflict between majority and minority shareholders).
\textsuperscript{89} \textit{Id.} at 363.
\textsuperscript{90} \textit{Id.} at 364.
\textsuperscript{91} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{92} \textit{Id.} at 366–67.
\textsuperscript{93} \textit{Id.} at 368.
he owed separate fiduciary obligations to two separate entities and their interests. He could not subordinate the fiduciary obligations which he owed to Wilson and the minority shareholders . . . to those of his client PepsiCo. The fact that Wilson may not have had an attorney-client relationship with him is of no import. His knowledge in one capacity cannot be separated from the other, nor can his duties as a fiduciary be lessened or increased because of professional relationship. It is a common, universally recognized exception to the attorney-client privilege, that where an attorney serves two clients having common interests and each party communicates to the attorney, the communications are not privileged in a subsequent controversy between the two.\textsuperscript{94}

As this passage makes clear, \textit{Valente} focused on in-house counsel's fiduciary duties rather than those of his client, PepsiCo. \textit{In re Sunrise} correctly summarized the holding of \textit{Valente} as follows:

\begin{quote}
[T]he [\textit{Valente}] Court addressed the issue of how conflicting fiduciary duties owed by the attorney affect a client's attorney client privilege . . . . The \textit{Valente} Court held that the conflicting fiduciary duties owed by DeLuca to Wilson and PepsiCo prevented assertion of the attorney client privilege against Wilson.\textsuperscript{95}
\end{quote}

Yet in applying \textit{Valente}, \textit{In re Sunrise} shifted the focus to the law firm's duties to its client, Sunrise, and ignored the role of the in-house lawyer. According to \textit{In re Sunrise},

the reasoning of \textit{Valente} would dictate that a law firm's communication with in house counsel is not protected by the attorney client privilege if the communication implicates or creates a conflict between the law firm's fiduciary duties to itself and its duties to the client seeking to discover the communication. Because I find that the \textit{Valente} Court's well-reasoned analysis accommodates the interests of both the fiduciary or attorney and the beneficiary or client, I will adopt it as the controlling rule in this case. The attorney client privilege therefore will protect only those otherwise privileged documents . . . which do not contain communications or legal advice in which Blank Rome's representation of itself violated Rule 1.7 with respect to a Blank Rome client seeking the document. As a result, examination of individual documents will be necessary.

In short, determination of whether the documents in question are protected by the attorney-client privilege requires application of two tests. First, the document must meet the requirements [for privilege] set forth in \textit{United Shoe}. Second, the document must not contain communications or legal advice in which Blank Rome's representation of

\begin{flushright}
\textsuperscript{94} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{95} \textit{In re Sunrise Sec. Litig.}, 130 F.R.D. 560, 596 (E.D. Pa. 1989).
\end{flushright}
itself violated Rule 1.7 with respect to a Blank Rome client seeking the document.\textsuperscript{96} The court then turned all but three documents over to a special master for review.\textsuperscript{97}

The preceding passage contains the court’s entire analysis of the current-client issue. The court begins with \textit{Valente}, but ends with a test that does not seem to depend on \textit{Valente} at all, but rather on ordinary conflict analysis.\textsuperscript{98} Moreover, the “test” that the court announces is little more than a restatement of the original issue; that is, to what extent does a law firm lose the protection of privilege when the communication at issue concerned a current client of the firm?

Numerous cases have criticized \textit{Valente} as an application of \textit{Garner},\textsuperscript{99} and other writers have criticized \textit{Valente} as the foundation for \textit{In re Sunrise}.\textsuperscript{100} Yet despite the problems with \textit{Valente} and \textit{In re Sunrise}, \textit{In re Sunrise} has become the touchstone for the current-client analysis.

After \textit{In re Sunrise} was decided in 1989, the current-client issue lay dormant until two cases decided in 2002. In the first, \textit{Bank Brussels Lambert v. Credit Lyonnaise (Suisse), S.A.},\textsuperscript{101} the law firm (Rogers & Wells) had represented the client (CLS) in the client’s financing of certain oil transactions and in subsequent litigation growing out those transactions. During that litigation, CLS told Rogers & Wells that if CLS were found liable in the litigation, Rogers & Wells would be liable to CLS. This assertion prompted the head of Rogers & Wells’s Clients and Ethics Committee,\textsuperscript{102} whom the court refers to as “in-house counsel,”\textsuperscript{103} to conduct an internal review of the firm’s representation of

\begin{footnotes}
\textsuperscript{96} \textit{Id.} at 597–98 (footnotes omitted).
\textsuperscript{97} \textit{Id.} at 598.
\textsuperscript{98} See \textit{id.} at 597 n.12 (referring to Pennsylvania Rule of Professional Responsibility 1.7 on conflicts of interest).
\textsuperscript{99} See, e.g., \textit{Panter v. Marshall Field & Co.}, 80 F.R.D. 718, 722–23 (N.D. Ill. 1978) (“To the extent that \textit{Valente} abandons the requirement that plaintiff-shareholders demonstrate ‘good cause,’ we disagree with that court’s reasoning.”); Lee v. Engle, Nos. Civ. A. 13323, Civ. A. 13284, 1995 Del. Ch. LEXIS 149, at *7 n.2 (Del. Ch. Dec. 15, 1995) (criticizing \textit{Valente} for establishing a per se fiduciary exception to the privilege rather than requiring the plaintiffs to show “good cause” why the privilege should not apply, as in \textit{Garner}).
\textsuperscript{100} See \textit{Barker, supra} note 14, at 471 (stating that “the many flaws in [\textit{Valente’s}] reasoning render it an infirm foundation for the \textit{Sunrise Securities} rule”); Douglas Richmond, \textit{Law Firm Internal Investigations: Principles and Perils}, 54 SYRACUSE L. REV. 69, 97–99 (2004) (criticizing \textit{Valente’s} application of the common interest exception to the privilege and stating that “any decision in which a court relies on \textit{Valente is also suspect”).
\textsuperscript{101} 220 F. Supp. 2d 283 (S.D.N.Y. 2002).
\textsuperscript{102} \textit{Id.} at 284.
\textsuperscript{103} \textit{Id.} at 287.
\end{footnotes}
CLS, including a review of potential conflicts and the firm’s potential liability. CLS later fired the firm and filed a lawsuit alleging malpractice, breach of contract, breach of fiduciary duty, and fraud.

In support of its malpractice action, CLS sought discovery of documents related to the internal review, claiming that such documents were created in violation of Rogers & Wells’s fiduciary duty to CLS. Rogers & Wells claimed that the documents were privileged, citing Rowe, Hertzog, and Lama, but the court held that they were not, citing In re Sunrise and the New York disciplinary rule governing conflicts of interest. According to the court,

[w]hen R & W performed the conflict check, CLS was still its client. Therefore, R & W was under an ethical duty to disclose to CLS the results of its internal conflict check, and in no position to claim a privilege against their client. While the privilege will be applicable against all the world, it cannot be maintained against CLS.

R & W has taken the untenable position that “the advice [sought in performing its conflict check] was not sought for the benefit of CLS.” However, the purpose of the conflict review . . . is to maintain the fiduciary duties of loyalty and confidentiality owed to the client . . . . It would seem inadvisable to expect in-house counsel to be shielded from a client’s inquiries by attorney-client privilege in performing a conflict check when it is common knowledge that a conflict as to one attorney at a firm is a conflict as to all . . . .

. . . Therefore, this Court finds that a law firm cannot invoke the attorney-client privilege against a current client when performing a conflict check in furtherance of representing that client.

Although the court rested its holding on the current client issue, the court also signaled its skepticism of in-firm privilege more generally. According to Bank Brussels, in-house counsel are not as independent as outside counsel and are more likely to mix business and legal functions. Further, “[o]nly recently . . . have courts begun to struggle with the question of the attorney-client privilege being applied to in-house counsel communications within a law firm.” Thus, according to the court in Bank Brussels, in-firm privilege is not as robust as Rowe et al. might suggest:

104 Id. at 284.
105 Id. at 284–85.
106 Id. at 285.
107 Id. at 287 (citing N.Y. CODE OF PROF’L RESPONSIBILITY DR 5-105 (1999)).
108 Id. at 287–88 (alteration in original) (citations omitted).
109 Id. at 286.
110 Id.
In raising the attorney-client privilege to protect its conflict check, R & W assumes that the privilege will automatically apply to in-house legal consultation. However, this assumption glosses over the general reluctance and narrow, grudging application of the privilege in these cases. The novel idea which R & W puts fourth [sic] first appeared in In re Sunrise Securities Litigation. In Sunrise, the Court initially refused to recognize the privilege . . . However, on reconsideration, the Court . . . noted "that it is possible in some instances for the privilege to apply."111

The second current-client case decided in 2002 was Koen Book Distributors v. Powell, Trachtman, Logan, Carrie, Bowman & Lombardo, P.C.112 In Koen Book, the client (Koen Book) had retained the law firm (Powell, Trachtman) for advice concerning a security interest of one of its customers, which later filed for bankruptcy. Powell, Trachtman continued to represent Koen Book as creditors in the bankruptcy proceeding, but Koen Book became dissatisfied with the firm's services and informed the firm that it was considering a malpractice action against it. During this period, Koen Book engaged other outside counsel, whom they consulted regarding the quality of Powell, Trachtman's services,113 but also continued to retain Powell, Trachtman until shortly after a previously scheduled bankruptcy hearing.114

After Koen Book threatened malpractice, but before it fired Powell, Trachtman, the Powell, Trachtman lawyers who were working on the Koen Book matter consulted with "another lawyer in the firm concerning ethical and legal issues that had arisen out of the portent of a malpractice action."115 Koen Book sought discovery of the documents related to this consultation. The firm claimed that the documents were protected by the attorney-client and work product privileges, but the court held that they were not, citing In re Sunrise, Valente, and the Pennsylvania rule on concurrent conflicts of interest.116

Unlike the court in Bank Brussels, the court in Koen Book was sympathetic to the law firm's claim. The court stated that "[i]t is clear that the attorney-client privilege applies in the corporate setting when an employee seeks legal advice from in-house counsel,"117 and that

111 Id. at 286–87 (citations omitted).
113 Id. at 283–84.
114 Id. at 286.
115 Id. at 284. The opinion does not indicate the status or title of the lawyer consulted.
116 Id. at 285 (citing PA. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7 (2004)).
117 Id. at 284.
the documents "clearly would have been protected from discovery . . . if a third party . . . had sought access to them."\textsuperscript{118} However, the court held that "it is the relationship between the clients and the law firm from which discovery is sought that is central to the analysis."\textsuperscript{119} The court noted that, once the client threatened to sue, the firm could have tried to withdraw or sought the client's consent for its in-firm consultation, but the firm did neither.\textsuperscript{120} Thus, as long as the firm continued to represent the client, the court held that the firm could not maintain any privilege against the client.

We recognize that the firm was enmeshed in an unenviable situation once the [malpractice] threat had been made with a hearing before the bankruptcy judge . . . only two weeks away. Nonetheless, the firm still owed a fiduciary duty to plaintiffs while they remained clients. This duty is paramount to its own interests.\textsuperscript{121}

\textit{Koen Book} is the clearest analysis of the current-client issue. Although the court politely cites \textit{In re Sunrise} and \textit{Valente}, acknowledging the judge in \textit{In re Sunrise} as a colleague\textsuperscript{122} and calling \textit{Valente} "the seminal case in this circuit,"\textsuperscript{123} the court focuses mainly on the test from \textit{In re Sunrise}, which points to the state conflict rule, and raises the issues of withdrawal and waiver, which are relevant to the application of that rule.

Further, unlike \textit{In re Sunrise}, \textit{Koen Book} does not conflate the duties of the law firm and its in-house counsel—perhaps because \textit{Koen Book} does not address the duties of in-house counsel at all. Nevertheless, as I argue below, \textit{Koen Book} reaches the wrong result on the issue of in-firm privilege.

\textbf{A. Critique}

There are three problems with the courts' analysis in the current-client cases. First, the courts fail to distinguish between two potential sources of conflict: the firm's duty to the client and in-house counsel's duty to the firm. This problem is most pronounced in \textit{In re Sunrise}, in its characterization of the conflict and its application of \textit{Valente}, but the problem haunts \textit{Bank Brussels} as well.

\textsuperscript{118} \textit{Id.} at 286.
\textsuperscript{119} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{120} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{121} \textit{Id.}
\textsuperscript{122} \textit{Id.} at 284 (stating "[m]y colleague Judge Thomas O'Neill faced a like issue a number of years ago in \textit{In re Sunrise Securities Litigation}").
\textsuperscript{123} \textit{Id.} at 285.
This leads to the second problem, again most pronounced in *In re Sunrise*, which is that the courts misapply *Garner*, via *Valente*, in their analysis of the firm's duty to the client. This problem stems in part from the infirmities in *Valente*, but also from the courts' confusion about which fiduciary relationship is at issue.

Finally, why apply *Garner* at all? The legal profession has its own rules governing lawyers' fiduciary duties and the avoidance of conflicts of interest; why reach out to apply a doctrine developed in the context of shareholder litigation? The *Garner* doctrine is controversial even in its original context, and a number of jurisdictions have declined to adopt it.¹²⁴ The extension of *Garner* to other types of fiduciary relationships also is controversial,¹²⁵ even without any intrusion on competing professional rules. In any event, the invocation of *Garner* via *Valente* does little to advance the analysis in *In re Sunrise* or the cases that follow. In the end, all three cases return to the profession's own rules governing conflicts of interest.

The following sections elaborate on these problems and propose an alternative approach. I propose that the scope of the privilege in regard to current clients be governed by the rules of professional conduct and traditional privilege analysis, including the traditional exceptions (such as the crime-fraud exception and waiver). I argue that this approach strikes the appropriate balance between the interests of firms and clients and advances the public interest in law firm self-regulation.

**B. The Law Firm's Duty to the Client**

*In re Sunrise* characterizes the conflict at issue as a conflict between the firm's representation of the client and the firm's "represen-

---


tation of itself.” This phrase conflates two separate issues: whether the firm can defend at all against a claim by a current client (the “representation” piece) and whether the firm can use in-house counsel to do so (the “itself” piece).

Although its phrasing is confusing, the court in *In re Sunrise* seems to object primarily to the use of in-house counsel. For instance, the court states in a footnote

> Blank Rome’s conflict, if any, arose from the firm’s simultaneous representation of both itself and Sunrise . . . . If, for example, the documents sought were communications by Blank Rome to its own outside counsel, Rule 1.7 would not apply since Blank Rome would be represented by outside counsel, not by Blank Rome itself.

Yet the court goes on to apply *Garner*, which does not distinguish between inside and outside counsel. *Garner* involved the right of shareholders to gain access to otherwise privileged communication in a derivative action. Under *Garner*, the privilege may be withheld from any attorney-client communication that “occurred prior to the assertion of charges and relates directly to those charges.” Thus, if *Garner* is to govern the scope of in-firm privilege, law firms will risk losing the privilege for any communication about the representation of a current client, including communication with outside counsel, when the communication occurs prior to the assertion of charges and relates directly to those charges. Such a rule would make the privilege uncertain whenever a law firm made the effort to sort out its duties to a client prospectively to prevent a problem from arising. How perverse an incentive is that?

To make matters worse, the current-client cases misapply *Garner* in two important respects, such that the denial of privilege is even broader than *Garner* would demand. First, the cases rely on *Valente*, and *Valente* gets *Garner* wrong. *Garner* established a balancing test to determine the application of privilege and placed the burden of proof on the party seeking discovery to show “good cause” why the privilege should be denied. According to *Garner*,

---


127 *Id.* at 597 n.12.

128 *Garner* v. Wolfinbarger, 430 F.2d 1093, 1102 n.18 (5th Cir. 1970) (“We do not consider it determinative whether the attorney consulted is corporated [sic] or house counsel.”).

129 *Id.* at 1095–96.


131 *Garner*, 430 F.2d at 1103.

132 *Id.* at 1104 (identifying nine factors that courts should consider in determining
The corporation is not barred from asserting [the privilege] merely because those demanding information enjoy the status of stockholders. But where the corporation is in suit against its stockholders on charges of acting inimically to stockholder interests, protection of those interests as well as those of the corporation and of the public require that the availability of the privilege be subject to the right of the stockholders to show cause why it should not be invoked in the particular instance.\footnote{138}

Valente, however, shifts the burden to the party claiming the privilege, creating a rule of presumptive disclosure.\footnote{134} According to Valente, \footnote{135} Garner... stand[s] generally for the proposition that where a corporation seeks advice from legal counsel, and the information relates to the subject of a later suit by a minority shareholder in the corporation, the corporation is not entitled to claim the privilege as against its own shareholder, absent some special cause.\footnote{136}

Secondly, both Bank Brussels and Koen Book ignore the distinction in Garner between communication that occurs prior to the assertion of charges and communication that occurs in response to the charges.\footnote{136} The fiduciary exception in Garner is based on the existence of a common interest between corporate managers and shareholders.\footnote{137} Once shareholders bring an action against management, this common interest disappears. Thus, the fiduciary exception to the privilege does not apply once a claim is asserted.\footnote{138}

In Bank Brussels and Koen Book, the communication at issue was prompted by an assertion of wrongdoing by the client and made for the purpose of assessing the client's claims. Such communication is outside the scope of the Garner doctrine, properly applied.

\footnote{133} Id. at 1103–04.
\footnote{136} See Barker, supra note 14, at 470 (criticizing Bank Brussels and Koen Book on this point).
\footnote{137} Garner, 430 F.2d at 1103 (discussing the common interest exception to the privilege as a useful analogy for the relationship between shareholders and management).
\footnote{138} Id. at 1104 (identifying the factors to be considered in determining whether the fiduciary exception applies); Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 85 cmt. c & reporter's note (2000) (explaining that the Garner doctrine covers communications that were "contemporaneous with the acts being challenged" rather than communications that occur during the corporation's defense of the claim).
As a result of these two misapplications of Garner, the current-client cases create a presumptive denial of in-firm privilege both before and after a charge is asserted. Under this approach, there is no in-firm privilege for communication about a current client, even if the client is suing the firm. In fact, there is no privilege at all for law firms that seek advice about an ongoing representation, whether from inside or outside counsel. Instead, a firm that wants privileged advice must first withdraw from the representation. And if withdrawal is not possible—for instance, because of pending litigation—the firm must simply forgo privileged advice altogether.

This approach is inconsistent with Upjohn, which emphasizes the role of in-house counsel in promoting organizational compliance with law. It also is inconsistent with the profession’s own rules governing lawyers’ fiduciary duties to clients. While it is true that lawyers owe “fiduciary duties of loyalty and confidentiality . . . to the client,” these duties are not always “paramount to [lawyers’] own interest,” or to lawyers’ duty to comply with the rules of professional conduct. The Model Rules of Professional Conduct contain an explicit exception to the duty of confidentiality, for instance, to the extent that the lawyer reasonably believes necessary “to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client.” Lawyers also may reveal client confidences to the extent necessary “to secure legal advice about the lawyer’s compliance with these Rules.”

139 The In re Sunrise court acknowledges this logic, but declines to make it part of the holding, stating: “Since the question is not before me, I express no opinion as to whether Garner and its progeny would require a law firm to disclose to a client communications between the law firm and its outside counsel relating to the law firm’s representation of that client.” In re Sunrise Sec. Litig., 130 F.R.D. 560, 597 n.12 (E.D. Pa. 1989).


141 See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.16(c) (2003) (requiring lawyers to “comply with applicable law requiring notice to or permission of a tribunal when terminating a representation”); id. R. 1.16(d) (requiring the lawyer to give “reasonable notice” to the client and “time for employment of other counsel” before withdrawing); see also Barker, supra note 14, at 470 (noting that the firm in Koen Book “probably could not have withdrawn until the completion of the bankruptcy hearing”).

142 See Koen Book, 212 F.R.D. at 286 (calling the firm’s position “unenviable”).


145 Koen Book, 212 F.R.D. at 286.

146 Model Rules of Professional Conduct R. 1.6(b)(5).

147 Id. R. 1.6(b)(4).
The Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers also explicitly protects lawyers’ interests in assessing their duties to clients and protecting such assessments from disclosure to the client. For instance, the rule governing documents relating to a representation provides that “a lawyer must allow a client or former client to inspect and copy any document possessed by the lawyer relating to the representation.”\textsuperscript{148} However, the comment to this rule provides

\begin{quote}
[a] lawyer may refuse to disclose to the client certain law-firm documents reasonably intended only for internal review, such as a memorandum discussing . . . the firm’s possible malpractice liability to the client. The need for lawyers to be able to set down their thoughts privately in order to assure effective and appropriate representation warrants keeping such documents secret from the client involved.\textsuperscript{149}
\end{quote}

As this comment makes clear, a presumptive denial of privilege in regard to current clients is unjustified. A law firm, like any fiduciary, maintains the right to seek legal advice regarding its duties to clients, and there is nothing about the firm’s duty to the client per se that prevents the privilege from attaching. There may be limits on the scope of the privilege, for instance stemming from ambiguities in the in-house lawyer’s role or from the law firm’s effort to perpetuate a crime or fraud, but these limits are properly defined by way of traditional privilege analysis, not simply by pointing to the law firm’s status as fiduciary. As a critic of Garner writes,

\begin{quote}
[t]he word “fiduciary” has no talismanic quality that dictates abdication of the usual approach to attorney-client privilege whenever the word is invoked. Those who have fiduciary responsibility often want legal advice concerning their responsibilities. They should have the same opportunity to consult with counsel and to speak freely and without fear of making admissions as any other clients.\textsuperscript{150}
\end{quote}

C. In-House Counsel’s Duty to the Firm

Having disposed of the current-client issue based on the law firm’s duty to the client, \textit{In re Sunrise} et al. say relatively little about in-house counsel’s duty to the firm. If the firm cannot claim the privilege at all, the duties of in-house counsel do not matter. In fact, however, as noted above, \textit{In re Sunrise} and \textit{Bank Brussels} turn primarily on concerns about the role of firm in-house counsel.

\begin{flushleft}
\textsuperscript{148} \textsc{Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers} § 46(2) (2000).
\textsuperscript{149} \textit{Id.} § 46 cmt. c.
\textsuperscript{150} Saltzburg, \textit{supra} note 125, at 846.
\end{flushleft}
This section argues that the role of firm counsel is the proper focus of analysis in evaluating in-firm privilege claims. Assuming that law firms have some right to privileged legal advice about their duties to current clients, the question is whether (if ever) a law firm may obtain such advice from firm in-house counsel. The answer, I argue, depends on whether there is a conflict of interest between firm counsel's duty to the law firm and firm counsel's duty to the outside client.

Whether firm counsel has a conflict of interest is, in part, a factual question. In some circumstances, there is an obvious conflict. In In re Sunrise, for instance, the law firm had not designated any one lawyer as firm in-house counsel, and some of the lawyers who counseled the firm were involved in the representation at issue. Clearly, the same lawyer who represents the outside client cannot simultaneously represent the firm in a dispute between the firm and that client without the informed consent of both clients. If the outside client is suing the firm, the same lawyer cannot represent both clients even with the clients' consent.

The question becomes more difficult, however, when the firm observes the guidelines established in Rowe, Hertzog, and Nesse, such that firm counsel's only conflict of interest is that imputed to all members of the firm. For instance, what if the firm employs full-time firm counsel, such that firm counsel has no involvement in the representation of outside clients and does not profit directly from any one client's fees?

The question also becomes more difficult when the outside client alleges wrongdoing and threatens to bring a claim against the firm, but nevertheless expects the firm to continue the representation (as in both Bank Brussels and Koen Book). Under these circumstances, may the firm obtain privileged advice from firm counsel without the express consent of the outside client?

The current-client cases say no. According to the logic of In re Sunrise et al., a conflict of interest must be imputed to firm in-house

---


152 See Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 1.7(a) (stating "a lawyer shall not represent a client if . . . the representation of one client will be directly adverse to another client").

153 See id. R. 1.7(b)(3) (stating that, notwithstanding the existence of a conflict under Rule 1.7(a), a client may consent to the representation if "the representation does not involve the assertion of a claim by one client against another client represented by the lawyer in the same litigation").

154 See id. R. 1.10(a) (stating "[w]hile lawyers are associated in a firm, none of them shall knowingly represent a client when any one of them practicing alone would be prohibited from doing so").
counsel regardless of the structure of the in-house position or the facts of the representation at issue. As the court states in *Bank Brussels*, "it is common knowledge that a conflict as to one attorney at a firm is a conflict as to all."\(^{155}\) Moreover, under *Koen Book*, the client's desire to continue the representation despite allegations of wrongdoing does not count as a waiver of the imputed conflict.\(^ {156}\) Thus, in order to enjoy the protection of privilege, the firm must obtain the outside client's express consent to the firm's use of in-house counsel.

This approach is consistent with the American Bar Association (ABA) position on the imputation of conflicts of interest,\(^ {157}\) which permits nonconsensual screening only in the case of former government lawyers.\(^ {158}\) Though an increasing number of jurisdictions take a more flexible approach, for instance by permitting nonconsensual screening of private lawyers who move between firms ("lateral screening"),\(^ {159}\) or by limiting lawyers' duty to withdraw in the case of "thrust


\(^{156}\) *Koen Book Dists*., v. Powell, Trachtman, Logan, Carrle, Bowman & Lombardo, P.C., 212 F.R.D. 283, 286 (E.D. Pa. 2002) (suggesting that the firm should have sought the client's express consent to the firm's in-house consultation).

\(^{157}\) See *Model Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10* (Imputation of Conflicts of Interest: General Rule).

\(^{158}\) See id. R. 1.11(b) (providing that conflicts of interest stemming from former government employment are not imputed to other lawyers in the firm provided that the former government lawyer "is timely screened from any participation in the matter and is apportioned no portion of the fee" and that "written notice is promptly given to the appropriate government agency").

\(^{159}\) As of Fall 2004, sixteen states allow some form of lateral screening (Arizona, Delaware, Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky, Maryland, Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, North Carolina, Oregon, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, and Washington). See *Ariz. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(d)* (2004); *Del. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)* (2004); *Ill. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)(2), (e)* (2004); *Ind. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)* (2004); *Ky. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(d)* (1999); *Md. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)* (2004); *Mass. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(d)(2)* (2004); *Mich. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)* (2005); *Minn. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)(2)* (2005); *Mont. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)(1)* (2004); *N.J. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)(2)* (2004); *N.C. Revised Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)(1)* (2004); *Or. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(c)* (2005); *Pa. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)(1)* (2004); *Tenn. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)(3)* (2004); *Wash. Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 1.10(b)(1)* (2004). Some other states, as well as an increasing number of federal courts, allow lateral screening by court decision. See, e.g., *In re County of Los Angeles*, 223 F.3d 990, 993 (9th Cir. 2000) (noting that while "the lawyer himself is automatically disqualified, his law firm may serve as counsel, so long as an ethical wall has been erected to bar the disqualified lawyer from any participation in the case"); *Cromley v. Bd. of Educ.*, 17 F.3d 1059, 1064 (7th Cir. 1994) (employing a three-part analysis to determine if the attorney should be disqualified and
upon" conflicts, the ABA has rejected proposals to limit the imputation of conflicts, including, most recently, a proposal to allow lateral screening under Rule 1.10.

Nevertheless, as applied to firm counsel, the automatic imputation of conflicts serves no one's interest. From the firm's perspective, its main effect is to increase the cost of privileged advice by requiring the firm to retain outside counsel or withdraw from the representation at issue. As a practical matter, the chief consequence of this approach will be to discourage firms from seeking early advice when problems with clients arise or at least to make sure that in-firm communication is not conducted in writing or by e-mail.

Requiring the firm to obtain outside counsel or withdraw from the representation also does not serve the interests of the outside client. Certainly, the client is no better off if the firm retains outside counsel. And the client's interests may be seriously harmed by encouraging the firm to withdraw at the first hint of a problem because withdrawal limits the firm's opportunity (and incentive?) to mitigate harm to the client. Finally, the traditional arguments for imputing conflicts are unpersuasive when the firm itself is the potentially adverse client. The primary reasons for imputation are to "[give] effect to the principle of loyalty to the client as it applies to lawyers who recognizing a rebuttable presumption); Richard B. v. State, 71 P.3d 811, 820–21 (Alaska 2003) (noting that the knowledge of a conflict is not automatically imputed to every lawyer within the firm); Kala v. Aluminum Smelting & Ref. Co., 688 N.E.2d 258, 267–68 (Ohio 1998) (adopting a rebuttable-presumption test as to whether disqualification should occur).

160 See D.C. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 1.7(d) (limiting the lawyer’s duty to withdraw from representing directly adverse interests when “a conflict not reasonably foreseeable at the outset of representation arises . . . after the representation commences”).

161 The Ethics 2000 Commission recommended that Rule 1.10 be amended to permit lateral screening, but the ABA House of Delegates rejected the proposal in August 2001 by a 176 to 130 vote. See Robert A. Creamer, Three Myths About Lateral Screening, 13 THE PROF'L LAW. 20 (2002) (summarizing the debate about lateral screening and criticizing the ABA’s approach). Nevertheless, a number of states have adopted the Ethics 2000 Commission proposal into their state rules of professional conduct. See supra note 159.

162 See Barker, supra note 14, at 471.

163 As one firm counsel from the focus groups queried: “Somebody comes in and reports to you: do you document or do you not? I mean, do you use e-mail? I hate e-mail. I don’t want anything on the system . . . . [A13].” Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 590–91.

164 See Barker, supra note 14, at 471.

practice in a law firm" and to prevent the misuse of confidential information by lawyers in the same firm. According to the Restatement, "[l]awyers affiliated [in the same law firm] . . . ordinarily have access to files and other confidential information about each other's clients . . . . Sharing confidential client information among affiliated lawyers might compromise the representation of one or both clients if the representations conflict."

These arguments make little sense, however, when the firm itself is seeking advice about a potential dispute with a client. As noted above, the firm's duty of loyalty to the client does not prevent the firm from attempting to defend against client claims. This effort to defend is no more "disloyal" when it involves inside rather than outside counsel. Further, the right to defend includes the right to reveal client confidences when necessary "to secure legal advice about the lawyer's compliance with these Rules" or "to establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer in a controversy between the lawyer and the client." Thus, the imputation of conflicts to firm in-house counsel adds nothing to the protection of the outside client's interests in loyalty or confidentiality. Instead, its primary effect is to discourage law firms from using in-house counsel.

D. A Suggested Approach to In-Firm Privilege

Rather than simply denying the privilege for in-firm advice about current clients, the scope of the privilege vis-à-vis current clients should turn on the facts of the representation at issue. Where firm counsel individually has no conflict of interest under Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.9, and the in-firm communication meets the ordinary requirements for privilege, courts should not automatically impute a conflict under Rule 1.10. Instead, the imputation of conflicts should depend on the structure of the in-house position.

Where firm counsel holds a full-time position and does not represent outside clients, courts should not impute a conflict under Rule 1.10. This exception to imputation is justified by the structural segregation of the in-house position and the formal designation of the firm as firm counsel's only client.

166 Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 1.10 cmt. 2 (2003).
168 Model Rules of Prof'l Conduct R. 1.6(b)(4).
169 Id. R. 1.6(b)(5).
170 See id. R. 1.7 (Conflict of Interest: Current Clients).
171 See id. R. 1.9 (Duties to Former Clients).
Courts also should not impute a conflict to part-time firm counsel where the lawyer who serves in that capacity does so on a formal, ongoing basis, such that the firm is clearly established as the client before the in-firm communication occurs. While firm counsel’s outside practice may lead to individual conflicts of interest—for instance, where firm counsel has formerly represented the current client seeking discovery—the maintenance of an outside practice, per se, presents no additional argument in favor of imputation. As long as firm counsel has no involvement in the outside representation at issue and the firm is clearly established as the client before the in-firm communication occurs, firm counsel should be treated as the functional equivalent of corporate in-house counsel.

Lawyers who act as firm counsel on a one-shot or ad hoc basis should be subject to imputation unless the firm can show that an attorney-client relationship was established before the in-firm communication occurred. In other words, in the absence of a formal “firm counsel” position—or where firm counsel delegates matters to other lawyers in the firm—\(^{172}\) the burden should shift to the law firm to show that the identity and role of “firm counsel” was clearly defined.

Compensation is the clearest way to demarcate the role of firm counsel. As \textit{Rowe} suggests,\(^{173}\) formal billing procedures help to establish the firm as the client and to distinguish the lawyer who acts as firm counsel from other lawyers in the firm. Thus, a lawyer who acts as firm counsel on an ad hoc basis should bill the firm for time spent on in-house matters, or at least create a separate billing number in order to record the time spent.\(^{174}\) A firm-wide announcement that a particular lawyer or lawyers will be representing the firm also could help to establish the existence of an attorney-client relationship. In the absence of such formalities, however, a lawyer who acts as firm counsel on an ad hoc basis should be subject to imputation under Rule 1.10.

This structural approach is designed to encourage firms to formalize the role of firm counsel and to compensate lawyers directly for their in-house service to the firm. As I explain in Part III, such formal investment has important cultural benefits within firms, while providing a benchmark for the recognition of in-firm privilege.

\(^{172}\) In some firms, firm counsel acts primarily as a point person, who delegates questions and problems to specialists in the firm. See Chambliss & Wilkins, \textit{supra} note 1, at 575 (providing examples).

\(^{173}\) United States v. Rowe, 96 F.3d 1294, 1296 (9th Cir. 1996).

\(^{174}\) See Gillers, \textit{supra} note 12, at 111 (recommending that the firm set up a separate billing number for in-house matters).
A structural approach also helps to insure that both the firm and firm counsel take seriously the responsibilities of the firm counsel role. If the firm is the client, firm counsel’s responsibilities are defined in part by Rule 1.13,175 which creates a host of specialized ethical and regulatory duties for lawyers. These duties should not be taken lightly by law firm in-house counsel or ignored by lawyers who act as firm counsel on an ad hoc basis. My approach encourages law firms to clearly define the role of firm counsel and encourages firm counsel to clearly define the firm as the client.

My approach eliminates the need to distinguish between communication that occurs prior to, versus in response to, a claim by the client.176 This distinction would be relevant only to an analysis of waiver where firm counsel has a conflict of interest individually or by imputation. For instance, if a lawyer acts as firm counsel on an ad hoc basis and does not qualify for an exception to the ordinary imputation of conflicts, but the communication at issue occurred in response to an assertion of wrongdoing by the client, then the client’s willingness to continue the representation might be viewed as a waiver of the imputed conflict. Where the firm discovers potential wrongdoing and promptly notifies the client, there also may be an argument for waiver if the client elects to continue the representation. Where the firm discovers potential wrongdoing and has not yet notified the client, however, there is no argument for waiver, since the client has not been informed of firm counsel’s potential conflict.

My approach supports the denial of privilege in both In re Sunrise and Bank Brussels, but on different grounds than the courts articulated in those cases. In In re Sunrise, as noted above, firm in-house counsel had an obvious conflict of interest under Rule 1.7 because the lawyers who acted as so-called firm counsel were mostly the same lawyers who represented the outside client.177 Thus, my approach would deny the privilege on straight conflict of interest grounds (without the invocation of the Garner doctrine).

In Bank Brussels, there were two problems with the firm’s claim to privilege. First, the lawyer who served as firm counsel (Cirillo) was the head of the firm’s Clients and Ethics Committee (read: conflicts committee) and probably was not formally designated or compensated as in-house counsel.178 Under my approach, Cirillo therefore would be

175 See Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 1.13 (Organization as Client).
176 See supra notes 136–38 and accompanying text.
177 See supra note 151 and accompanying text.
178 Lawyers who provide in-house advising as part of committee service to the firm typically are not compensated directly for their in-house service. See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 572.
subject to the imputation of conflicts under Rule 1.10. And though the communication at issue—a conflicts check—occurred in response to an allegation of wrongdoing by the client, the firm appears to have hidden the results of the conflicts check from the client for almost two years.\textsuperscript{179} A law firm has an ethical duty to "promptly inform the client of any decision or circumstance with respect to which the client's informed consent . . . is required,"\textsuperscript{180} including any conflict of interest. Since there was not adequate notice to the client of the firm's potentially adverse interests, the firm has no argument for waiver of firm counsel's imputed conflict.

The second problem with the firm's claim to in-firm privilege in \textit{Bank Brussels} is that the firm appears to have had an actual conflict of interest with the client and to have sought Cirillo's advice primarily in order to conceal the conflict.\textsuperscript{181} If that is the case, the communication at issue does not meet the ordinary requirements for privilege. The attorney-client privilege does not apply when a client uses the lawyer's advice "to engage in or assist a crime or fraud."\textsuperscript{182} Though one might argue that concealing a professional conflict of interest does not amount to the type of fraud required by the crime-fraud exception, the Restatement states that, for the purpose of the exception, "[f]raud . . . requires a knowing or reckless misrepresentation (or nondisclosure when applicable law requires disclosure) likely to injure another."\textsuperscript{183} This definition would seem to cover the knowing nondisclosure of a conflict under the rules of professional conduct.\textsuperscript{184}

My approach does not support the denial of privilege in \textit{Koen Book} unless the lawyer who served as firm counsel had an individual conflict of interest under Rule 1.7 or Rule 1.9 (a fact that is not provided in the opinion).\textsuperscript{185} In \textit{Koen Book}, the client threatened to sue the firm for malpractice, but continued to use the firm for five weeks

\textsuperscript{179} \textit{Bank Brussels Lambert v. Credit Lyonnais (Suisse)}, S.A., 220 F. Supp. 2d 283, 284–85 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (suggesting that the law firm concealed its own malpractice from the client, including the extent and significance of its conflicting interests).

\textsuperscript{180} \textit{Model Rules of Prof'L Conduct} R. 1.4(a)(1).

\textsuperscript{181} \textit{Bank Brussels}, 220 F. Supp. 2d at 285.

\textsuperscript{182} \textit{Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers} § 82(b) (2000).

\textsuperscript{183} \textit{Id.} § 82 cmt. d.

\textsuperscript{184} \textit{See Richmond, supra} note 100, at 103–04 (arguing that the crime-fraud exception should not defeat claims to in-firm privilege where the communication concerns "ongoing or future conduct that might be characterized as merely negligent or as amounting to a breach of fiduciary duty, rather than as fraudulent or criminal," but noting that the exception "might apply where a law firm consults with counsel to 'cover up' malpractice or other wrongdoing").

\textsuperscript{185} The opinion states only that the lawyers representing the outside client consulted with "another lawyer in the firm concerning ethical and legal issues." Koen
until the conclusion of a pending bankruptcy hearing. During that period, the client retained separate counsel to build its malpractice case against the firm.\textsuperscript{186}

The court held that in order to claim the privilege for its own defense preparations, the firm should have tried to withdraw or to seek the client’s express consent to its in-firm consultation,\textsuperscript{187} but these are not realistic options. The firm probably could not have withdrawn given the impending hearing, and the client had no incentive to consent to a claim of in-firm privilege by the firm.\textsuperscript{188}

Instead, the court should have protected the firm’s claim to in-firm privilege on policy grounds. The policies favoring the firm’s right to confer with counsel in this context—that is, during a five-week period of open dispute where the client was represented by separate counsel and the firm was not free to withdraw—are stronger than the policies requiring the imputation of conflicts. Thus, even if firm counsel did not qualify for an exception to imputation based on the criteria outlined above, under the facts of \textit{Koen Book}, the client should be held to have waived any imputed conflict.

One might protest that there is no need to find a constructive waiver since, after all, the firm was free to seek privileged advice from outside counsel. However, the firm’s freedom to hire outside counsel only strengthens my argument. Assuming that inside counsel had no individual conflict of interest, the only difference between outside counsel and inside counsel is that inside counsel is subject to the imputation of conflicts. And the only interest served by imputation in this context is the client’s strategic interest in limiting the firm’s choice of counsel. Thus, I maintain that under the facts of \textit{Koen Book}, the policy arguments favor the protection of in-firm privilege.

\section*{III. The Benefits of Broad Protection}

My argument thus far has turned primarily on a criticism of the courts’ analysis in the current-client cases and on analytical arguments for limiting the imputation of conflicts. These arguments, in turn, rely heavily on existing exceptions to lawyers’ duty of loyalty to clients, such as the exceptions to lawyers’ duty of confidentiality under Rule 1.6(b)(4) (allowing lawyers to reveal confidences in order to “secure

\begin{thebibliography}{9}
\bibitem{Book Distribs. v. Powell, Trachtman, Logan, Carrle, Bowman & Lombardo, P.C., 212 F.R.D. 283, 284 (E.D. Pa. 2002).} \textsuperscript{186} \textit{Id.} at 284.
\bibitem{Id. at 286.} \textsuperscript{187} \textit{Id.} at 286.
\bibitem{See Barker, supra note 14, at 470.} \textsuperscript{188} \textit{See} Barker, \textit{supra} note 14, at 470.
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legal advice”)\(^{189}\) and Rule 1.6(b)(5) (allowing lawyers to reveal confidences in order to “establish a claim or defense on behalf of the lawyer”).\(^{190}\)

These exceptions are controversial. The self-defense exception, in particular, has drawn harsh criticism from some legal scholars, who call it “scandalously self-serving”\(^{191}\) and a “slap in the face”\(^{192}\) to clients. As Professor Daniel Fischel has noted, before the 2002 amendments to Rule 1.6, which expanded the grounds for permissive disclosure of client confidences to prevent death or substantial bodily harm,\(^{193}\) lawyers were prohibited from disclosing client confidences “to exonerate someone falsely accused of a capital crime,” but “perfectly free to disclose confidential information when he or she is the one accused” or to collect a fee.\(^{194}\) Fischel argues that the self-defense exception is “obviously hypocritical.”\(^{195}\)

Some readers may have a similar reaction to my proposal to protect in-firm privilege where the party seeking discovery was a client at the time of the communication at issue. As the current-client cases suggest, the protection of in-firm privilege in the current-client context seems to fly in the face of traditional notions of lawyers’ fiduciary duty to clients.\(^{196}\) Especially insofar as one doubts the independence

\(^{189}\) MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.6(b)(4) (2003).

\(^{190}\) Id. R. 1.6(b)(5).


\(^{193}\) Before the 2002 amendments, Rule 1.6(b)(1) permitted lawyers to reveal client confidences only “to the extent the lawyer reasonably believes necessary... to prevent the client from committing a criminal act that the lawyer believes is likely to result in imminent death or substantial bodily harm.” See STEPHEN GILLERS & ROY D. SIMON, REGULATION OF LAWYERS: STATUTES AND STANDARDS 69–72 (2004) (summarizing the legislative history of Model Rule 1.6). In 2002, Rule 1.6(b)(1) was amended to permit disclosure “to prevent reasonably certain death or substantial bodily harm.” See MODEL RULES OF PROF’L CONDUCT R. 1.6(b)(1).


\(^{195}\) Id. at 12.

\(^{196}\) See Bank Brussels Lambert v. Credit Lyonnais (Suisse), S.A., 220 F. Supp. 2d 283, 286 (S.D.N.Y. 2002) (stating that “[t]he fiduciary duties of an attorney owed to a client are very serious”); Koen Book Dists. v. Powell, Trachtman, Logan, Carre, Bowman & Lombardo, P.C., 212 F.R.D. 283, 286 (E.D. Pa. 2002) (stating that the firm’s fiduciary duty to the client “is paramount to its own interests”); In re Sunrise Sec. Litig., 130 F.R.D. 560, 595 (E.D. Pa. 1989) (stating that issues of in-firm privilege “may cause special problems which seldom arise when other business or professional organizations consult their in-house counsel” because of law firms’ ethical and fiduciary duties to clients).
of in-house counsel generally,197 or of law firm in-house counsel in particular,198 one might be inclined to view in-firm privilege as a tool for lawyers with something to hide, but unnecessary for ethical lawyers and firms.199

After all, denying the privilege does not prevent lawyers from consulting firm in-house counsel for advice about current clients. Assuming that the lawyer seeking advice and the in-house counsel providing it both mean to follow the rules, arguably there is no need for secrecy from the client (or anyone else). Moreover, "[i]t is well-established that lawyers (and firms) have an ethical obligation to inform clients when the lawyer or firm becomes aware that the client may have a malpractice claim."200 If lawyers are obligated to notify their clients of any potential wrongdoing, what is the point of in-firm privilege in the current-client context?

Yet these arguments ignore the traditional justifications for the attorney-client privilege. The primary justification for the privilege in both the individual and organizational context is "to encourage full and frank communication between attorneys and their clients and thereby promote broader public interests in the observance of law and administration of justice."201 This goal is just as important in law firms as it is in other organizational contexts.

Moreover, even well-meaning clients need the privilege to encourage them to reveal questionable conduct and voice their fears about liability. Despite the continuing academic controversy over the usefulness of the corporate privilege in encouraging employee candor,202 most lawyers and corporate officials believe that the privilege

197 See supra notes 31–35 and accompanying text.
198 See, e.g., Bank Brussels, 220 F. Supp. 2d at 286 (stating that "because they are employees of their client, and their livelihood depends on [a] single . . . client, in-house counsel are not as independent as outside counsel," and "are more likely to mix legal and business functions" (quoting Janet J. Higley et al., Confidentiality of Communications by In-House Counsel for Financial Institutions, 6 N.C. BANKING INST. 265, 280 (2002))).
199 Some have criticized the corporate attorney-client privilege on precisely these grounds. See, e.g., 5 Jeremy Bentham, Rationale of Judicial Evidence 302–04 (Fred B. Rothman & Co. 1995) (1827); Geoffrey C. Hazard, Jr., An Historical Perspective on the Attorney-Client Privilege, 66 CAL. L. REV. 1061, 1062 (1978) (discussing this critique).
200 Davis, supra note 165, at 3; see also Restatement (Third) of the Law Governing Lawyers § 20 cmt. c (2000) (stating that "[i]f the lawyer's conduct of the matter gives the client a substantial malpractice claim against the lawyer, the lawyer must disclose that to the client").
202 See, e.g., Rice, supra note 13, at 739–42 (questioning the role of the corporate privilege in encouraging candor by lower-level employees given that the privilege be-
does, in fact, promote candor in attorney-client communication, especially as to potential litigation and other "sensitive" matters.

In any case, the issue is not whether law firms should enjoy the protection of privilege; that issue was settled with the recognition of the corporate privilege and its broad protection in *Upjohn*. The issue is whether law firms should be denied the protection of in-firm privilege when the communication at issue concerns a current client of the firm.

This section makes a policy case for protecting in-firm privilege in the current-client context. I begin by reviewing the Supreme Court’s arguments for broad protection of the corporate privilege in *Upjohn* and show how these arguments apply equally to law firms. I then examine the emerging role of law firm in-house counsel and show how firms’ investment in in-house counsel improves law firm self-regulation. I conclude by explaining how protecting the privilege based on the guidelines proposed in Part II would encourage law firms to invest in firm counsel to the benefit of clients and third parties as well as firms.

A. The Need for Day-to-Day Legal Advice

As the Supreme Court noted in *Upjohn*, corporations are subject to a "vast and complicated array of regulatory legislation" and thus are in need of constant advice from lawyers about how to comply with the law. Recognizing that "[t]he first step in the resolution of any legal problem is ascertaining the factual background," and that "it will frequently be employees . . . who will possess the information needed," the Court rejected the narrow control group test adopted by the Court of Appeals, which limited the privilege to communication between lawyers and corporate officials responsible for acting on

---

203 See *Alexander*, supra note 31, at 244 (finding that "a solid majority" of 182 New York City corporate executives, in-house counsel, and outside counsel interviewed believed that the privilege encourages candor).
204 *Id.* at 266, 268-69.
205 See *supra* notes 27-28 and accompanying text.
206 See *Upjohn*, 449 U.S. at 392-93 (rejecting the control group test as too narrow).
207 *Id.* at 392.
208 *Id.* at 390.
209 *Id.* at 391.
legal advice, and instead adopted a broader, case-by-case approach to the privilege.

According to *Upjohn*, a broader approach is necessary to protect "the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their client's compliance with the law." Employees must be encouraged to come forward with relevant information and to communicate openly with the corporation's lawyer, and the lawyer, likewise, must have the freedom to give "full and frank legal advice to the employees who will put into effect the client corporation's policy." The Court thus emphasized the role of the privilege in promoting ready access to lawyers and day-to-day legal advice.

Access to lawyers is equally important in ensuring law firms' compliance with law. Law firms, like corporations, face "a vast and complicated array of regulatory legislation," where the line between permissible and prohibited conduct is not always "an instinctive matter." In addition to state and federal law, including civil liability for legal malpractice, lawyers also are subject to an elaborate web of professional regulation, including state-by-state ethics rules, formal and informal bar opinions, judicial regulation, and federal agency regulation. Lawyers engaged in transnational practice face additional layers of regulation as well as complex choice of law questions about which regulations apply.

Moreover, the pace of regulatory development is increasing. The Model Rules of Professional Conduct, adopted in 1983, have been amended nearly every year since 1987 and substantially amended

---

210 *Id.* at 392-93 (stating that the control group test "frustrates the very purpose of the privilege by discouraging the communication of relevant information by employees of the client to attorneys seeking to render legal advice to the client corporation").

211 *Id.* at 396-97 (stating that a case-by-case approach "obeys the spirit" of the Federal Rules of Evidence).

212 *Id.* at 392.

213 *Id.* at 391.

214 *Id.* at 392.

215 *Id.*

twice in the past three years alone. In 2002, Congress passed the Sarbanes-Oxley Act, which gave the Securities and Exchange Commission unprecedented authority to create federal standards for corporate lawyers' conduct. In December 2003, both the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office and the Internal Revenue Service issued proposed changes to their rules of practice. And in 2005, the World Trade Organization is scheduled to resume negotiations under the General Agreement on Trade in Services, which may dramatically affect the regulation of legal services in the United States.

In response to the growing complexity of the law governing lawyers, law firms increasingly are turning to ethics and professional liability specialists for advice. Though many firms continue to rely on periodic consultation with outside counsel, large firms increasingly are choosing to invest in in-house counsel so as to have a specialist readily available on a day-to-day basis.

B. The Emerging Role of Firm Counsel

From a regulatory standpoint, the emergence of law firm in-house counsel is a pivotal development. First, the ready availability of counsel encourages lawyers to raise questions that they otherwise might ignore. The firm counsel in our study report that lawyers come to them with urgent questions throughout the day: "I answer the phone all the time . . . . The pace of one's practice is much different when you've got 150 clients right there in the building who feel abso-
lutely free to come in at any time . . . .' [C2]."225 "Every day it's a constant flow of questions . . . . They don't usually take more than fifteen minutes each but sometimes there's research to be done.' [C3]."226 "People call me at home, and everything is an emergency. I was going to wallpaper my office with those little yellow message slips, all of them say 'it's an emergency, please call me in the next five minutes.' I could work 24 hours a day . . . .' [I2]."227

Further, firm counsel tend to be professionally committed to promoting compliance with ethical and legal rules. Most of the firm counsel in our small sample (twenty-three out of thirty-two) have a long record of service on bar committees dealing with professional responsibility issues,228 and about a third (twelve) teach legal ethics as adjunct professors.229 Several told us that they lie awake at night worrying about how to increase their partners' awareness of ethical rules.230 Thus, firm counsel tends to promote the development of "ethical infrastructure" within firms; that is, resources and procedures for insuring compliance with professional regulation.231 For instance, one firm counsel in our study describes his role as follows:

I have spent an awful lot of time developing our intranet site as an ethics and loss prevention library. We have links to every third party source I can find, the rules of all the states . . . . And then the materials I have created . . . . I have, say, an outline on each of the major Rules of Professional Conduct . . . . [I also spend time on] systems monitoring and systems planning. That is, I spend a certain amount of time making sure our trust account is working the way it is supposed to . . . . I review—more than I care to—our marketing materials and web site and that sort of thing . . . . We do a fair amount of non-lawyer ethics training too . . . . [A14].232

By encouraging questions, providing resources, and monitoring internal policies and procedures, firm counsel may dramatically improve the quality of law firm self-regulation. Recognizing this, liability

225 Id. at 586.
226 Id.
227 Id.
228 Id. at 585.
229 Id. at 585–86 (discussing the personal and professional characteristics of firm in-house counsel).
230 Id. at 587.
232 Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 574–75.
insurers increasingly are encouraging law firms to appoint in-house counsel.\textsuperscript{233}

The extent to which firm counsel are able to take a proactive role, however, depends significantly on firms' investment in the in-house position. In some firms, the role of 'firm counsel' is an informal, volunteer role, played by the partner who takes the most interest and is willing to donate the time. Such service is viewed as one way to fulfill partners' administrative duties to the firm.\textsuperscript{234} Consider the following comments from partners who volunteer in their firms: "'You're expected as an attorney, and then as a partner, to pick up administrative duties around the firm, and that was one of the things I ended up doing.' [B1]."\textsuperscript{235} "'I have taken the title of ethics partner just to have something to call myself, but I have never been officially appointed anything.' [A4]."\textsuperscript{236}

In such firms, the lawyer who acts as firm counsel may volunteer upwards of 500 hours per year to in-house advising\textsuperscript{237} as a "labor of love";\textsuperscript{238} however, most of that time necessarily is spent responding to day-to-day questions rather than proactively monitoring the firm's compliance with professional regulation.\textsuperscript{239} As one volunteer complained:

The 500 hours, I would tell you, on a year-to-year basis, over maybe the last 10 years, is almost all reactive time . . . . It's sort of one of my complaints, because it doesn't give me much chance, or anyone in the firm much chance, to spend time thinking proactively about policies and procedures. We probably have some gaps as a result of that. [C2].\textsuperscript{240}

Other firms have created formal, compensated in-house positions, with titles such as "general counsel," "ethics advisor," "conflicts

\textsuperscript{233} The Attorneys' Liability Assurance Society (ALAS) requires insureds to designate a loss prevention partner to serve as a liaison between ALAS and the firm. Elizabeth Chambliss & David B. Wilkins, \emph{A New Framework for Law Firm Discipline}, 16 GEO. J. LEGAL ETHICS 335, 347 (2003). In some firms, this role has evolved into a broader firm counsel position. \emph{See id.} at 347-49 (discussing the role of ALAS in promoting the appointment of law firm in-house counsel). Other insurers offer discounts on liability premiums for firms with in-house counsel. \emph{See} Glater, \emph{supra} note 1; Levy, \emph{supra} note 1, at 28.

\textsuperscript{234} \emph{See} Chambliss & Wilkins, \emph{supra} note 1, at 571-72 (discussing the effect of firm management philosophy on the structure of the in-house position).

\textsuperscript{235} \emph{Id.} at 572.

\textsuperscript{236} \emph{Id.} at 565.

\textsuperscript{237} \emph{Id.} at 574 (providing examples).

\textsuperscript{238} \emph{Id.} at 585 (quoting several firm counsel who used this term).

\textsuperscript{239} \emph{Id.} at 573-74 (examining the role of unpaid firm counsel).

\textsuperscript{240} \emph{Id.} at 574.
partner,” and the like.\textsuperscript{241} Typically, the lawyers who hold these positions began as practicing partners in the firm who volunteered as in-house advisors and eventually had their service recognized with a formal title and direct compensation.\textsuperscript{242} In some firms, the in-house position is a full-time position such that the partner who holds it gives up all outside practice. As one full-time general counsel reports: “‘I’m still a partner but I have given up my rights to be compensated like a partner. In fact, I’m incentivized not to practice at all [for outside clients].’ [B11].”\textsuperscript{243} In other firms, in-house counsel bills the firm for in-house matters, but also maintains an outside practice,\textsuperscript{244} often specializing in litigation or ethics and professional liability matters.\textsuperscript{245}

Not surprisingly, the lawyers in formal positions, who are compensated directly for in-house advising, tend to define the role more broadly and devote more time and attention to it than partners who provide in-house advising as a volunteer sideline to a full outside practice.\textsuperscript{246} Volunteers tend to focus primarily on conflicts questions and the occasional claim and most describe their role as reactive.\textsuperscript{247} As one partner explains: “‘Conflicts tend to dominate because it is regular and it is always there. There are also big money issues and usually somebody is getting disappointed or there is the potential for that.’ [A8].”\textsuperscript{248}

Paid in-house counsel, by contrast, deal with a host of ethics and regulatory issues\textsuperscript{249} and tend to be more proactive, going door to door (and even city to city) to answer questions, provide training, and review firm policies and procedures.\textsuperscript{250} One full-time firm counsel reports: “‘I spend at least two days a month in each of our other offices. And when I’m in [our main office], I’m constantly just walking around the floors. I’ve knocked on doors rather than having people

\textsuperscript{241} \textit{Id.} at 565–66 (reporting the most common titles used for the in-house position).

\textsuperscript{242} \textit{Id.} at 565–70, 573 (discussing the “evolutionary” nature of the in-house position).

\textsuperscript{243} \textit{Id.} at 573.

\textsuperscript{244} \textit{Id.} at 572–73 (noting that hours billed to the firm for in-house matters are compensated equally as hours billed to outside clients).

\textsuperscript{245} \textit{Id.} at 585 (discussing firm counsels’ practice specialties).

\textsuperscript{246} \textit{Id.} at 573–77 (examining the effect of direct compensation on the scope of in-house advising).

\textsuperscript{247} \textit{Id.} at 573–74.

\textsuperscript{248} \textit{Id.} at 574.

\textsuperscript{249} \textit{Id.} at 574–75; \textit{see also} Jarvis & Fucile, \textit{supra} note 9, at 105–08 (describing the scope of their in-house roles).

\textsuperscript{250} \textit{See} Chambliss & Wilkins, \textit{supra} note 1, at 588–89.
come to see me . . . . I have the luxury of time to be able to do that.' [A11].]

In part, of course, firms' level of investment in the in-house counsel position is a function of firm size. Small firms may be unlikely to need permanent full- or even part-time firm counsel, and may be less likely to compensate partners for ad hoc advising (although there is no evidence of this point). Some readers of an earlier draft of this Article were critical of using direct compensation as a criterion for in-firm privilege, arguing that it would disadvantage small firms. In response to this criticism, I softened my original insistence on direct compensation and suggested additional means of establishing an attorney-client relationship, such as time recording and the formal announcement of firm counsel's identity.252

Nevertheless, it is important not to overstate the significance of firm size as a determinant of firms' appetite for self-regulation. Our study of firms ranging in size from seventy-five to 1000-plus lawyers253 found that firms' investment in the in-house position was not directly correlated with size, but rather appeared to depend significantly on firm culture and management philosophy. For instance, of the eleven firms in our sample with more than 500 lawyers, six compensate in-house counsel and four do not (information for one firm is missing).254 Likewise, of the ten firms with full-time in-house counsel, six have fewer than 500 lawyers and two have fewer than 250 lawyers.255

Thus, as one firm counsel remarked, "'[t]he decision as to how to deal with ethical issues . . . is not dictated by the quantum of the work.' [B2]."256 Instead, it appears that the level of firm investment determines the scope and substance of the issues that get addressed. Consider the following comments by two full-time firm counsel:

The thing I notice is there's a lot more [in-house] business now that we have made a resource available . . . [W]e used to have a system where two of us would spend about 500 hours a year on conflicts, and maybe a third of that time on other professional responsibility matters. Now, in my new [full-time] position, I am astounded that I can't get everything done in a day and I don't think there are a lot of different issues than there used to be when we spent 1,000 hours on this. [A11].

251 Id. at 588.
252 See supra notes 172–74 and accompanying text.
253 See supra note 16 and accompanying text.
254 See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 576–77 (discussing the effects of firm size).
255 Id.
256 Id. at 577.
What occurs to me as I am sitting here listening is there is no industry standard for this. . . . I don’t know how many times I have said to either myself or a colleague: “I don’t believe this firm goes to this length to deal with an ethics issue,” or “I can’t believe that this firm doesn’t go to this length” . . . . The spectrum is so broad. [A12].

C. Promoting Investment in Firm In-House Counsel

My proposed approach to defining the scope of in-firm privilege vis-à-vis current clients is designed in part to reward law firms that invest directly in the in-house position. By conditioning exception to the imputation of conflicts under Rule 1.10 on structural indicators such as formal appointment and direct compensation, I hope to promote the formal appointment and direct compensation of firm in-house counsel. As our study shows, formal investment by firms contributes directly to firm counsels’ efforts to promote compliance with professional regulation.

My approach also is designed to encourage firms and firm counsel to take seriously the firm’s identity as the client and the professional duties associated with the organization as client. Our study revealed several questions on this front. For instance, should firm counsel ever represent individual members of the firm in disciplinary proceedings? (The firm counsel in our study were split on this issue, which suggests a blurring of the identity of the firm as client.) Can firm counsel promise confidentiality to associates who want to report a partner’s misconduct? (Again, a split; though most said no.) Do firm counsel have a duty to report firm members’ misconduct under Rule 8.3 or Rule 1.13? Could firm counsel be liable for a failure to disclose? (We conducted the study before the 2003 changes to Rule

257 Id.

258 Compare Model Rules of Prof’l Conduct R. 8.3(a) (2003) (requiring lawyers to report any violation of the Rules of Professional Conduct that “raises a substantial question” as to the lawyer’s “honesty, trustworthiness or fitness as a lawyer in other respects”), with id. R. 8.3(c) (stating “[t]his Rule does not require disclosure of information otherwise protected by Rule 1.6”), and id. R. 8.3 cmt. 4 (stating “[t]he duty to report professional misconduct does not apply to a lawyer retained to represent a lawyer whose professional misconduct is in question”).

259 See id. R. 1.13(b) (requiring organizational lawyers to report up the ladder certain kinds of illegal conduct by an organization member); id. R. 1.13(c) (allowing organizational lawyers to report out organizational fraud under certain circumstances).
though these questions were not systematically addressed.) Thus these are issues for a separate paper, this short list highlights the importance of formal investment in the firm counsel role.

One might argue that investing in firm in-house counsel is in law firms' economic self-interest; thus, we need not hold out the privilege as a carrot. However, law firms are notoriously under-managed. Despite their increasing exposure to professional liability, most firms invest very little in monitoring internal compliance with professional regulation. Indeed, much of the impetus for firms' existing investment in in-house counsel and other ethical infrastructure stems from the demands of liability insurers rather than rational management by firms.

Further, law firms, as entities, are unregulated under the professional rules of most states. Despite repeated proposals for "law firm discipline," the American Bar Association has resisted the direct regulation of law firms on the grounds that entity regulation would

260 In response to a series of corporate scandals, and pressure from Congress and the Securities and Exchange Commission, the ABA House of Delegates amended the reporting requirements for organizational lawyers under Rule 1.13. For an annotated summary of the changes, see GILLERS & SIMON, supra note 193, at 143–56.


262 See Elizabeth Chambliss & David B. Wilkins, Promoting Effective Ethical Infrastructure in Large Law Firms: A Call for Research and Reporting, 30 Hofstra L. Rev. 691, 692–702 (2002) (reviewing research on the prevalence and effectiveness of various types of ethical infrastructure within law firms and concluding that a large majority of law firms lack adequate internal procedures for insuring ethics and regulatory compliance).

263 See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 1, at 560, 590; Glater, supra note 1; Levy, supra note 1, at 28 (discussing the role of liability insurers in promoting investment in firm in-house counsel).

264 The two exceptions are New Jersey and New York. See N.J. RULES OF PROF'L CONDUCT R. 5.1(a) (1984) (requiring law firms to make "reasonable efforts to ensure that member lawyers . . . undertake measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct"); N.Y. CODE OF PROF'L RESPONSIBILITY DR 1-104 (1996) (requiring firms to "make reasonable efforts to ensure that all lawyers in the firm conform to the disciplinary rules").

265 See, e.g., Ted Schneyer, Professional Discipline for Law Firms?, 77 CORNELL L. REV. 1 (1977) (calling for entity regulation under Model Rule 5.1(a)).
undermine individual partner accountability.266 Thus, the profession cannot compel law firms to invest in adequate internal controls, or even to designate someone to be responsible for monitoring internal controls.267 In short, in other words, there is no "stick."

I do not claim that protecting the privilege in the current-client context suddenly will prompt under-managed law firms to appoint paid in-house counsel (though it might). However, the denial of privilege in this context almost certainly will have a chilling effect. Unlike nonlawyer executives268 and lower-level corporate employees,269 who may not be aware of the doctrinal boundaries of the attorney-client privilege, lawyers are likely to understand the implications of the courts' position, and firm counsel, especially, are keenly aware.270

Given the current underinvestment in ethical infrastructure within firms and the profession's continuing reluctance to regulate law firms directly, it hardly makes sense to stifle the efforts that firms do make to promote ethical and regulatory compliance by denying those efforts the protection of privilege in a misplaced effort to pro-

266 See Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 233, at 335–38 (reviewing the law firm discipline debate). Model Rule 5.1 places responsibility for law firm regulation on law partners, individually and collectively, but does not include a provision for the direct regulation of firms. See Model Rules of Prof'L Conduct R. 5.1 (2003). Rule 5.1(a) states:

A partner in a law firm, and a lawyer who individually or together with other lawyers possesses comparable managerial authority in a law firm, shall make reasonable efforts to ensure that the firm has in effect measures giving reasonable assurance that all lawyers in the firm conform to the Rules of Professional Conduct.

Id.

267 See Elizabeth Chambliss, MDPs: Toward an Institutional Strategy for Entity Regulation, 4 LEGAL ETHICS 45, 61 (2002) (calling for the ABA to amend the comment to Rule 5.1(a) to include an explicit reference to the benefits of firm in-house counsel); Chambliss & Wilkins, supra note 233, at 346–50 (2003) (arguing that the formal appointment of firm in-house counsel is critical to the success of law firm self-regulation).

268 See Alexander, supra note 31, at 359 (reporting that most corporate executives, while aware of the privilege, do not understand the Garner doctrine or know that it exists).

269 Id. at 266, 315 (finding that most lower-level employees know very little about the privilege).

270 The two most recent current-client cases prompted immediate criticism from professional liability specialists. See, e.g., Barker, supra note 14, at 470–71 (Barker is a partner and professional liability specialist at Sonnenschein Nath & Rosenthal LLP); Richmond, supra note 100, at 90–94 (Richmond is Senior Vice President, Professional Services Group, Aon Risk Services); Davis, supra note 165 (Davis is a professional liability specialist and a past president of the Association of Professional Responsibility Lawyers).
THE SCOPE OF IN-FIRM PRIVILEGE

remote loyalty to clients. The emergence of in-house counsel in law firms is the most promising development in years for improving self-regulation by law firms. In the long run, clients collectively stand to benefit far more from firms' investment in in-house counsel than from sporadic access to in-firm communication in lawyer-client disputes. The profession and the courts should do everything possible to encourage law firms to invest in firm counsel and to shape the role of firm in-house counsel to serve the interests of professional regulation.

CONCLUSION

We have trouble defining the ethical duties of in-house counsel. Some countries prohibit the private employment of lawyers altogether, viewing such employment as fatal to lawyers' professional independence.271 In the United States, too, corporate counsel initially were viewed as "kept lawyers"272 who "had not quite made the grade as partner"273 and were all too likely to behave unethically in the interests of their corporate masters. In the 1920s, some bar leaders and scholars claimed that the trend toward "house lawyers" threatened the viability of the profession.274

Today, of course, the tables have turned, and corporate counsel have become the masters—at least relative to their law firm counterparts. Corporate counsel control the division of work between inside and outside counsel; they control the selection of lawyers and firms invited to bid on and perform outside work; and they supervise the performance of outside counsel.275 Compensation for general coun-


273 Abram Chayes & Antonia H. Chayes, Corporate Counsel and the Elite Law Firm, 37 STAN. L. REV. 277, 277 (1985) (stating that "[l]he traditional house counsel was a relatively minor management figure, stereotypically, a lawyer from the corporation's principal outside law firm who had not quite made the grade as partner").


275 Chayes & Chayes, supra note 273, at 289–93 (discussing corporate general counsels' management of outside counsel); see also Rosen, supra note 271, at 484–86.
sel in the largest U.S. companies exceeds that of most law firm partners.276

Corporate counsel also play an increasingly important role in corporate self-regulation. In addition to "the valuable efforts of corporate counsel to ensure their client's compliance with law,"277 recent scandals highlight the importance of corporate counsels' duty to protect shareholders and the public from fraud and other corporate misconduct.278 The precise boundaries of corporate counsels' duty to report organizational misconduct promises to be a lively topic in years to come.

The emergence of in-house counsel in law firms raises many of the same ethical issues that are found in the corporate context, as well as unique issues stemming from law firms' own fiduciary duty to clients. The adjudication of firm counsels' various professional responsibilities—to the law firm, its clients and the public—will significantly affect law firms' investment in the firm counsel position as well as firm counsels' authority and effectiveness within firms.

This Article has argued for broad protection of the attorney-client privilege between law firm in-house counsel and other members of the firm, claiming that such protection will promote investment in the firm counsel position and thereby improve the effectiveness of law firm self-regulation. Given the high ethical standards of the firm counsel in our study, and the role of firm counsel in promoting the development of ethical infrastructure within firms, promoting firm counsel seems a promising strategy for promoting law firms' attention to and compliance with professional regulation.

In pitching for broad protection of in-firm privilege, however, I am mindful of academic and judicial concerns about abuse of the corporate privilege,279 as well as the notable failure of corporate counsel to guard the public interest in the case of Enron and other recent

278 See Robert W. Gordon, A New Role for Lawyers?: The Corporate Counselor After Enron, 35 CONN. L. REV. 1185, 1210 (2003) (calling for the creation of a special professional role called "Independent Counselor" with a "distinct governance regime of ethical codes, liability and malpractice rules, special statutory duties and privileges, and judicial rules of practice").
279 See supra notes 25–26 and accompanying text.
scandals. Law firms' reliance on in-house counsel carries responsibilities as well as privileges, and the balance between firm counsel's duties to the firm, its clients, and the public cannot be established in the abstract, or for all time. Thus, as we move forward in defining the duties of law firm in-house counsel, we must learn from our successes and failures in the corporate context and take care to test our regulatory strategies against the actual practices of firm counsel and firms.

280 See Gordon, supra note 278, at 1185–90 (detailing examples of professional failure and wrongdoing by lawyers for Enron).